Yokohama
Post-Convention
Guide
Welcome to Yokohama!

Since the opening of its port in 1859, Yokohama has developed as a port town with the fusion of the traditional Japanese culture and various cultures from abroad. Yokohama has a variety of ways to know its charm such as venues and facilities that enable unique arrangement, attractions and hands-on programs, etc. Please spend wonderful time in Yokohama.
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Facilities for Cruising

Royal Wing

Royal Wing is an entertainment restaurant ship where you can enjoy Cantonese cuisine. Enjoy magic shows and balloon art on the ship. You can also charter the ship for your own cruise with your favorite time, meals, and entertainments.
- Capacity: 630 people (450 seats)
- http://www.royalwing.co.jp/
- 045-662-6125 (ROYAL WING Co., Ltd.)

Houseboat “Hamashin”

Enjoy traditional Japanese atmosphere on the houseboat. It may be chartered for 20 people or more. It is fully equipped with sunken kotatsu so that foreign guests can relax. Taste fresh fish of sashimi, tempura, etc.
- Capacity: 124 people
- http://www.hamashin.co.jp/
- 045-781-7377

Marine Rouge / Marine Shuttle

Marine Rouge is a luxurious restaurant ship, and Marine Shuttle is a casual ship in the image of a “South European cafe.”

Marine Rouge
- Capacity: 260 people (if you are more than 150 people, you can charter the ship.)

Marine Shuttle
- Capacity: 330 people (if you are more than 200 people, you can charter the ship)

Both ships offer a room charter package for 15 to 150 people.
- http://www.yokohama-cruising.jp
- 045-671-7719 (Port Service)

Reserved Cruise

If you are 10 people or more, charter this luxurious cruiser. We can arrange the departure time, dishes, drinks, etc. as you wish. You can charter the cruiser also on a half-day or daily basis.
- Capacity: 50 people (Changes depending on each cruiser)
- http://www.reservedcruise.com/
- 045-290-8377 (KMC Corporation)

Facilities with Ocean View

Osanbashi Yokohama International Passenger Terminal “Osanbashi Hall”

The hall as spacious as 2,000 square meters without columns has a wood deck designed in the image of ship deck and a glass wall overlooking the sea. You can enjoy a panoramic view of the port of Yokohama on the roof floor. The hall may be used for various events such as exhibitions, lectures, anniversary parties, etc.
- Area: 2,000m²
- Capacity: 1,200 people
- http://www.osanbashi.com/
- 045-211-2305

Yokohama Minato Mirai Manyo Club

This romantic Japanese-style spa resort has a banquet hall that accommodates up to 180 people in seats and up to 300 people in buffet. It has an outdoor bath with the harbor view and a Japanese cypress bath, and also a popular observation garden with footbath 31 meters above the ground with the close view of the big ferris wheel.
- Capacity: 300 people
- http://www.manyo.co.jp/mm21/
- 045-663-4123

Dockyard Garden

This outdoor multi-purpose space completed in 1896 is a reconstruction of the oldest stone-built dock for merchant ships that exists in Japan, and is designated as an important cultural property of the country. It is often used for live concerts, events, etc.
- Area: 1,400m²
- Capacity: Changes depending on the contents of events
- http://www.yokohama-landmark.jp
- 045-222-5775

Venues

Yokohama has various unique venues such as the Japanese-style room full of traditional Japanese atmosphere, the large hall with the ocean view in the passenger terminal, the houseboat from which you can enjoy a night view, the aquarium for parties surrounded by dolphins, etc.
Facilities with Traditional Japanese Atmosphere

Sankeien Garden “Kakushokakaku”
Sankeien Garden is a very large Japanese garden that boasts 175,000 square meters of area. Kakushokakaku, which is a traditional Japanese-style guesthouse in the Garden, accommodates 30 to 60 people in seats, 50 to 100 people in buffet, and up to 200 people if the 850-square-meter front yard is used together.

■ Area: 950m²
■ Capacity: 200 people

http://www.sankeien.or.jp/
045-621-0635

Misono Park “Yokomizoyashiki”
This is a mansion of a wealthy farmer who prospered in the last half of the 19th century. You can enjoy the Japanese rural atmosphere here. The main building with a thatched roof accommodates up to 70 people in seats, up to 200 people in buffet, and up to 300 people if the front yard is used together.

■ Area: 352m²
■ Capacity: 300 people
http://www.yokomizoyashiki.net/
045-574-1987

Negishi Natsukashi Park Old Yagishita Residence
This residence built in the beginning of the 20th century features the semi-Western style structure that blends the Western-style building with a delta roof and the Japanese architecture with a tiled roof. The living room with tatami mats accommodates up to 30 people.

■ Area: 352m²
■ Capacity: 30 People
http://members2.jcom.home.ne.jp/ne-yagishitatei/
045-750-5022

Facilities with Unique Atmosphere

Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse
This historical architecture was built as a distribution base in Yokohama Port in the beginning of the 20th century. The 2nd floor of Building 1 has three separate 200-square-meter areas which can also be used together. The hall on the 3rd floor has a 400-square-meter space where stages and seats can be laid out freely.

■ Area: 400m²(Hall)
■ Capacity: 300 people
http://www.yokohama-akarenga.jp
045-211-1515

Marine Tower Hall
Marine Tower Hall and Art Hall on the 3rd floor can be used for various parties, events, seminars, etc. They can be combined with the observation deck and the restaurant, and the observation deck can be rented.

■ Area: 303m²
■ Capacity: Marine Tower Hall: 220 people in buffet (100 seats)

http://marinetower.jp/
045-680-1655

Kirin Yokohama Beer Village
The restaurant “Beer Port” in the site of Kirin brewery has 92 seats on the 1st floor and accommodates up to 80 people in seats and up to 120 people in buffet on the 2nd floor. You can enjoy a variety of dishes that go with its original beer and other beers.

■ Area: 290m²
■ Capacity: 120 people
http://www.kirin.co.jp/bvyokohama
045-503-8250

Yokohama Hakkeijima Sea Paradise
The aquarium can be rented for parties. “Aqua Museum,” which is one of the Japan’s largest aquariums, accommodates 80 to 200 people in buffet. “Dolphin Fantasy” where you can watch dolphins swimming accommodates 30 to 80 people in buffet.

■ Capacity: Aqua Museum: 200 people in buffet
Dolphin Fantasy: 80 people in buffet

http://www.seaparadise.co.jp
045-788-9632
Nissan Stadium
This is a multipurpose stadium that boasts the largest scale in Japan with 72,327 seats. It has two indoor spaces that can be used for parties: the 224-square-meter “Stateroom No. 5” accommodates up to 100 people in buffet, and the 632-square-meter “Room No. 301” accommodates up to 480 people.
- Area: 632m²
- Capacity: 480 people
http://www.nissan-stadium.jp/ 045-477-5000

THE ROSE RESIDENCE
This guesthouse stands in a quiet residential area in Yokohama. This is the residence where the hotel owner lived in the past, and can be rented for parties. It has pickup service by microbus from Rose Hotel Yokohama.
- Area: 153m²
- Capacity: 70 seats
http://www.rosehotelyokohama.com 045-681-3311

Yokohama Creativicity Center (YCC)
The building built in 1929 and used as a bank features a lined pillar balcony of the Tuscan order. The space on the 1st floor is usually used for shops and cafes, and can also be used for concerts, exhibitions, etc.
- 1F Area: 320m² Capacity: 200 people (150 seats)
- 2F Area: 300m² Capacity: 200 people
http://www.yaf.or.jp/ycc/index.php 045-221-0325

Brillia Shortshorts Theater
This specialized boutique theater shows short films from around the world. You can arrange your own plan with free ideas such as film showing in the theater, parties in the lounge, etc.
- Capacity: Theater: 128 seats
  Lounge: 80 people in buffet
http://www.brillia-sst.jp/ 045-633-2155

APPLAUSE
The flat space that is as large as about 600 square meters with a room height of about 7 meters accommodates 120 people in seats and up to 250 people in buffet. It is equipped with four TV monitors as well as an extra-large 200-inch screen. You can also enjoy a band performance with megavolume.
- Area: 600m²
- Capacity: 250 people in buffet
http://applause-tvk.com/ 045-222-7708

THE SEASON’S
The lobby, the extensive banquet room with a room height of 6 meters, and the spacious garden can be used for parties. The site can be used for various purposes such as concerts not to mention banquets and conferences.
- Area: 162m² (Banquet room)
- Capacity: 200 people in buffet (1F banquet floor)
http://www.the-seasons.jp 045-410-4122

Yokohama Minato Mirai Hall
The foyer and the reception room can be used for social gatherings and parties after appreciation of classic concerts under the condition that acoustic music concerts are held together.
- Capacity: Main Hall / Foyer: 150 people in buffet
  Small Hall / Reception Room: 100 people in buffet
http://www.yaf.or.jp/mmh/ 045-682-2020

Yokohama Museum of Art
The Grand Gallery and the atelier unique to the art museum, and 8F observation floor (reception room) can be used for reception of guests, etc.
- Capacity: Grand Gallery: 300 people
  8F Observation Floor: 50 people
http://www.yaf.or.jp/yma/ 045-221-0318

- Hotels with a banquet room that accommodates more than 1,000 people
  - Shin Yokohama Prince Hotel http://www.princehotels.co.jp/shinyokohama/
    Symphonia 1,280m²
  - Yokohama Royal Park Hotel http://www.yrph.com/
    Hoh-Shoh 1,460m²
  - Pan Pacific Yokohama Bay Hotel Tokyo http://pphy.co.jp/
    Queen’s Grand Ballroom 1,280m²
  - Yokohama Bay Sheraton Hotel & Towers http://www.yokohamabay-sheraton.com.jp/
    Nichirin 850m²
  - Rose Hotel Yokohama http://www.rosehotelyokohama.com
    The Grand Rose Ballroom 842m²
There are various programs appreciated by foreign visitors such as exciting performances of ninja, stage combat, etc. not to mention traditional Japanese entertainments such as Japanese drums, Kyogen plays, etc. There are also programs unique to Yokohama such as Chinese lion dance, “Hamakoi dance,” etc.

**Performance of Japanese Drums**

**Drum Group “Kosui”**

All songs are original and keep the sound of traditional Japanese drums while challenging for a new sound. The group performs at home and abroad.

http://www.wadaiko-kosui.jp  045-962-2808

**Yokohama Tsuduki Taiko**

The group arranges the sound of traditional Japanese drums uniquely, challenging for a new local entertainment that would root in the region. It performs mostly in Yokohama.

http://tsuduki-taiko.com

**Japanese Lion Dance / Festival Music**

**Yokohama Yassha Tai**

The visitors will be welcomed by lively festival music and lion dance. The jugglery of top spinning will also be performed. Sanbon-jime hand clapping with the sound of wooden clappers will be performed for closing. The performance will end with drums for farewell.

**Kyogen Play**

The Kyogen play is one of the typical and traditional Japanese entertainments. It is a realistic play focusing on lines and gestures with comical contents about everyday life of common people.

Japan Traditional Performers Association
http://www.dentougeinou.com  046-870-6061

**Attractions from Yokohama Chinatown**

**Chinese Dragon Dance / Lion Dance**

The old traditional Chinese entertainments were brought by overseas Chinese people to Yokohama in the beginning of the 20th century. Lions with bright colors dance dynamically to the lively accompaniment of gongs and drums.

**Yokohama Chinese Performers**

The first-class artists who are active in Japan and China are gathered. The group performs traditional Chinese musical instruments such as erhu, guzheng, lute, etc. and can arrange programs of Beijing opera.

http://www.chinesemusic.jp/

**Traditional Chinese Flower Letters**

The “flower letters” are a kind of Feng Shui technique and one of the traditional Chinese arts. A Feng Shui painter invited from China will paint your own flower letters that are one and only in the world in front of your eyes.

Japan-China Communication Center of Academy and Culture
http://www.jccac.or.jp

**Cheerleading Team**

**Tricolor Mermaids**

This is an official cheerleading team for professional football team Yokohama F. Marinos. It features powerful and dynamic performance that combines gymnastic formation called “stunts” and dancing technique.

Tricolore Mermaids Cheerleading School
http://tm-cs.net  045-314-0944

**Yokohama City Fire Band**

The band performs a wide range of repertoires from classical music to folk songs, jazz, old popular songs, and modern popular songs. The musical band “Port Angels 119” consisting only of female members shows splendid performances.

http://www.city.yokohama.jp/me/shobo/brassband/  045-312-0119

**Zoorasian Brass  (Brass Quintet)**

They are the mascot characters of Yokohama Zoological Gardens “Zoorasia.” The members are a conductor, two trumpeters, a horn player, a trombone player, and a tuba player.

http://www.superkids.co.jp/z-brass/

**Bon Festival Dance**

The Bon festival dance is one of the typical Japanese summer events. Yokohama has a dance song called “Yokohama Arameya Ondo” which is an arrangement of “Yokohama City Song” with choreography added. The dance can be enjoyed by everybody from children to adults.

Yokohama Arameya Ondo
http://arameya.hama1.jp/

**Bar Booth**

The standard cocktails “Bamboo,” “Million Dollar,” “Yokohama,” and “Cherry Blossom” were all born in Yokohama. Please enjoy first-class bartenders and the taste of genuine cocktails.

Royal Wing Co., Ltd.
http://www.cocktail-service.jp  045-664-4411

**Japanese Lion Dance / Festival Music**

**Kyogen**

Yokohama Yassha Tai

The visitors will be welcomed by lively festival music and lion dance. The jugglery of top spinning will also be performed. Sanbon-jime hand clapping with the sound of wooden clappers will be performed for closing. The performance will end with drums for farewell.

**Chinese Dragon Dance / Lion Dance**

The old traditional Chinese entertainments were brought by overseas Chinese people to Yokohama in the beginning of the 20th century. Lions with bright colors dance dynamically to the lively accompaniment of gongs and drums.

**Yokohama Chinese Performers**

The first-class artists who are active in Japan and China are gathered. The group performs traditional Chinese musical instruments such as erhu, guzheng, lute, etc. and can arrange programs of Beijing opera.

http://www.chinesemusic.jp/

**Traditional Chinese Flower Letters**

The “flower letters” are a kind of Feng Shui technique and one of the traditional Chinese arts. A Feng Shui painter invited from China will paint your own flower letters that are one and only in the world in front of your eyes.

Japan-China Communication Center of Academy and Culture
http://www.jccac.or.jp

**Cheerleading Team**

**Tricolor Mermaids**

This is an official cheerleading team for professional football team Yokohama F. Marinos. It features powerful and dynamic performance that combines gymnastic formation called “stunts” and dancing technique.

Tricolore Mermaids Cheerleading School
http://tm-cs.net  045-314-0944

**Yokohama City Fire Band**

The band performs a wide range of repertoires from classical music to folk songs, jazz, old popular songs, and modern popular songs. The musical band “Port Angels 119” consisting only of female members shows splendid performances.

http://www.city.yokohama.jp/me/shobo/brassband/  045-312-0119

**Zoorasian Brass  (Brass Quintet)**

They are the mascot characters of Yokohama Zoological Gardens “Zoorasia.” The members are a conductor, two trumpeters, a horn player, a trombone player, and a tuba player.

http://www.superkids.co.jp/z-brass/

**Bon Festival Dance**

The Bon festival dance is one of the typical Japanese summer events. Yokohama has a dance song called “Yokohama Arameya Ondo” which is an arrangement of “Yokohama City Song” with choreography added. The dance can be enjoyed by everybody from children to adults.

Yokohama Arameya Ondo
http://arameya.hama1.jp/

**Bar Booth**

The standard cocktails “Bamboo,” “Million Dollar,” “Yokohama,” and “Cherry Blossom” were all born in Yokohama. Please enjoy first-class bartenders and the taste of genuine cocktails.

Royal Wing Co., Ltd.
http://www.cocktail-service.jp  045-664-4411

**Japanese Lion Dance / Festival Music**

**Kyogen**

Yokohama Yassha Tai

The visitors will be welcomed by lively festival music and lion dance. The jugglery of top spinning will also be performed. Sanbon-jime hand clapping with the sound of wooden clappers will be performed for closing. The performance will end with drums for farewell.

**Chinese Dragon Dance / Lion Dance**

The old traditional Chinese entertainments were brought by overseas Chinese people to Yokohama in the beginning of the 20th century. Lions with bright colors dance dynamically to the lively accompaniment of gongs and drums.

**Yokohama Chinese Performers**

The first-class artists who are active in Japan and China are gathered. The group performs traditional Chinese musical instruments such as erhu, guzheng, lute, etc. and can arrange programs of Beijing opera.

http://www.chinesemusic.jp/

**Traditional Chinese Flower Letters**

The “flower letters” are a kind of Feng Shui technique and one of the traditional Chinese arts. A Feng Shui painter invited from China will paint your own flower letters that are one and only in the world in front of your eyes.

Japan-China Communication Center of Academy and Culture
http://www.jccac.or.jp
### Attractions Unique to Yokohama

#### Hamakoi Dance
This is a spectacular dance with songs, dances, and shouts with the sound of clappers added. Teams from a few people to a large number of people can be organized as you wish.

Cygnet Yokohama Byakkotai
http://cygnet.or.jp
045-944-0440

#### Cheerleading Team Tricolor Mermaids
This is an official cheerleading team for professional football team Yokohama F. Marinos. It features powerful and dynamic performance that combines gymnastic formation called “stunts” and dancing technique.

Tricolor Mermaids Cheerleading School
http://tm-cs.net
045-314-0944

#### Yokohama City Fire Band
The band performs a wide range of repertoires from classical music to folk songs, jazz, old popular songs, and modern popular songs. The musical band “Port Angels 119” consisting only of female members shows splendid performances.

http://www.city.yokohama.jp/me/shobo/brassband/
045-312-0119

#### Zoorasian Brass (Brass Quintet)
They are the mascot characters of Yokohama Zoological Gardens “Zoorasia.” The members are a conductor, two trumpeters, a horn player, a trombone player, and a tuba player.

http://www.superkids.co.jp/z-brass/

#### Bon Festival Dance
The Bon festival dance is one of the typical Japanese summer events. Yokohama has a dance song called “Yokohama Arameya Ondo” which is an arrangement of “Yokohama City Song” with choreography added. The dance can be enjoyed by everybody from children to adults.

Yokohama Arameya Ondo
http://arameya.hama1.jp/

#### Bar Booth
The standard cocktails “Bamboo,” “Million Dollar,” “Yokohama,” and “Cherry Blossom” were all born in Yokohama. Please enjoy first-class bartenders and the taste of genuine cocktails.

Royal Wing Co., Ltd.
045-664-4411
http://www.cocktail-service.jp
Stage Combat Show

The “tate (stage combat)” is familiar in historical films and dramas. The overwhelming performances using swords and spears will be shown.

Ninja Experience
In the Musashi Clan Jidai Academy Dojo, you can experience the culture of ninja, samurai, armor, etc. Ninja / samurai experience seminars and ninja shows are also available.

Urban Ninja Tokyo The Musashi Clan
http://ninjawarriors.ninja-web.net/index.html

Stage Combat Show

The “tate (stage combat)” is familiar in historical films and dramas. The overwhelming performances using swords and spears will be shown.

The Sword Master KAMUI
http://www.k-kamui.com/

Street Performance

There are various performances such as “paper cutting” that makes a portrait, etc. with a pair of scissors, “Edo Daikagura” known for rolling balls and bowls on Japanese umbrella, etc.

Yokohama Street Performance
http://www.daidogei.jp
045-662-9189

Hello Kitty Show

©’76,’05,’08 SANRIO SANRIO/W-TV0/MMPC
©’08 SANRIO APPROVAL No.P2205082
Hello Kitty is a character born in Japan. Kitty and her friends My Melody and Kuromi sing and dance, creating a stage where audience can also participate and enjoy together.

Sanrio Entertainment
http://www.puroland.jp
042-339-1111

Tuna Cut Show

The “tuna cut show” where raw tuna is cut in front of your eyes can be delivered on site. You can enjoy the skill of performers who cut tuna dynamically with a tuna knife.

Neo Emotion Co., Ltd.
http://www.neo-emotion.jp/
045-290-6815

Fair Stalls

Various stalls such as ringtoss, shooting, yo-yo fishing, candy making that forms candy to various shapes, etc. can be set up.

Attractions to Add Color to Venues

Musicians of Japanese ensemble of koto and shakuhachi to classic and jazz can be arranged as you wish.

Jazz Band

Chamber Music (String Quartet)

Koto Music

©’76,’05,’08 SANRIO SANRIO/W-TV0/MMPC
©’08 SANRIO APPROVAL No.P2205082

Hello Kitty Show

The Sword Master KAMUI
http://www.k-kamui.com/
Activities

Delivering attractive activities is also an important factor for successful convention.
There are unique activities for fully enjoying Japanese culture and also various activities unique to the port town Yokohama.

Activities for Experiencing Japanese Culture

Learning of “Manufacturing” from Craftsmen

Observe and experience traditional techniques of masters who have various specialized skills such as tatami craftsmen, woodworkers who handle paper doors and wooden doors, paper hangers who make sliding doors, folding screens, and hanging scrolls, etc.

Experience of Religious Meditation

Sit in a temple with solemn atmosphere, calm yourself, stand face to face with and reflect on yourself. The Soto sect head temple Sojiji in Tsurumi Ward holds a casual gathering for Zen meditation practice for everybody.

Ninja Experience

In the Musashi Clan Jidai Academy Dojo, you can experience the culture of ninja, samurai, armor, etc. Ninja / samurai experience seminars and ninja shows are also available.

Tea-ceremony Room (Kaikoan)

The “Kaikoan” is a tea-ceremony room in Yokohama Royal Park Hotel. It offers the service of powdered tea made with hot water (with sweets), and the place can be rented for tea parties. The distant Mt. Fuji can be seen from the window on a fine day.

The following programs for experiencing Japanese culture can be carried out by Yokohama citizen volunteers (Yokohama convention supporters) full of hospitality.

Soto Sect Head Temple Sojiji
http://www.sojiji.jp 045-581-6021

Tea Ceremony

Flower Arrangement

Origami

Calligraphy

Kimono Wearing

Urban Ninja Tokyo The Musashi Clan
http://ninjawarriors.ninja-web.net/index.html

http://www.yrph.com/other/tea/045-221-1111(Yokohama Royal Park Hotel)

Street Performance

There are various performances such as “paper cutting” that makes a portrait, etc. with a pair of scissors, “Edo Daikagura” known for rolling balls and bowls on Japanese umbrella, etc.

Fair Stalls

Various stalls such as ringtoss, shooting, yo-yo/yo-yo fishing, candy making that forms candy to various shapes, etc. can be set up.

Musicians of Japanese ensemble of koto and shakuhachi to classic and jazz can be arranged as you wish.

Yokohama Street Performance
http://www.daidogei.jp 045-662-9189

Hello Kitty is a character born in Japan. Kitty and her friends My Melody and Kuromi sing and dance, creating a stage where audience can also participate and enjoy together.

Sanrio Entertainment
http://www.puroland.jp 042-339-1111
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Yokohama Treasure Hunt Tour

Enjoy the charm of Yokohama by playing the game in “Yokohama Treasure Hunt Tour.” This is an experience-based role playing game in teams. Answer riddles set in Yokohama, and find treasure before your competitors within a limited time.

Outdoors Programs

Golf

How about playing golf in a prestigious golf course of the city?

Fishing

You can take a ferryboat empty-handed even if you are alone and a beginner. You can charter a boat for fishing with barbecue.

Farming

Various fruits and vegetables are cultivated through four seasons. You can experience harvesting of seasonal fruits such as blueberries, figs, etc.

---

Sail Training Ship NIPPON MARU Ocean Class

Experience the life on a sailing ship in “Ocean Class” (for group only / in-advance application needed) by deck scouning, cutter training, hand flag training, etc.

Memorial Foundation of Sail Training Ship “NIPPON MARU”— JTB Corp JV
http://www.nippon-maru.or.jp/ 045-221-0280

---

Team Building

**Explaination of game**

Work out strategy with team members

Get information in Yokohama Chinatown

Find treasure!

Awards ceremony while having meal

---

**Scarf Class**

The “Yokohama Scarf” is made of 100% silk and one of the traditional handicrafts of Yokohama. You can learn how to wear and use the scarf.

Yokohama Textile Association
http://www.yokohamascarf.com

**Experience of Hot-air Balloon**

The program can be implemented in a vehicle-accessible 50-square-meter flat place without any obstacles in surrounding area such as electric wires, flag poles, etc.

CREO21 Inc.
http://homepage3.nifty.com/creo21/
Why don’t you impress your guests with special arrangements?

Create “extraordinary atmosphere” such as

- pickup by rickshaw or helicopter, surprise menus in parties, etc.

to make the convention in Yokohama unforgettable!

---

**Rickshaw**

You can use a rickshaw running at a slow pace in various ways such as transportation from the convention site to the party site, one of the attractions in the site, etc.

Yokohama Omotenashi-ya
http://yokohama-jinrikisha.com
045-622-8146

---

**VIP Pickup by Helicopter**

A helicopter is an ideal transportation for using time effectively. It can go to the pinpoint destination without traffic jam. We will respond to your request in details.

Excel Air Service Inc
http://www.excel-air.com/
047-380-5292

---

**Jumbo Chinese Dumpling Cut**

Cut a jumbo Chinese dumpling, and small Chinese dumplings will appear from the inside. Those special Chinese dumplings will be served on the spot. The number of small Chinese dumplings that can be put inside is from 50 to 200.

Kiyoken
045-441-8880

---

**Jumbo Mooncake**

An extra-large mooncake (red bean jam) with a diameter of up to 100 cm (for about 300 people) may be ordered. Names may be printed on the mooncake. The delivery is available only in Yokohama city.

Chungking Szechwan Chinese Restaurant Food Factory
045-591-1591

---

**Theme Parties**

Parties full of amusement will be created and arranged by various party components such as site decorations, meals, games, sounds, lightings, entertainments, costumes, etc. in line with a theme. A unique and extraordinary world will be created with various themes.

Yokohama Artist
http://www.y-artist.co.jp/
045-681-2255

---
The best way to fully enjoy the charm of Yokohama is to take bus tours which will take you to typical tourist spots.

The liner bus "Yokohama Bayside Line" for sightseeing has four courses with voice guidance in foreign languages (Chinese, Korean, and English).

### Liner Bus “Yokohama Bayside Line” for Sightseeing

- **You can charter the red bus “Akai Kutsu” which operates as a tourist spots round-trip bus in Yokohama.**

#### Description of Bus
- Capacity of 56 people (27 seats)
- Bus without steps
- *The bus cannot drive on highway.*

#### Fare
- ¥21,700 (tax included) for 2 hours

#### Available Hours
- (Please consult us for chartering the bus early morning or midnight.)
- [Weekends and Holidays] After 18:30
- (Please contact us for details.)

#### Inquiry / Reservation
- Transportation Bureau, City of Yokohama TEL: 045-671-3174

---

**Tours / Excursions**

- **Chartered Bus “Akai Kutsu”**

---

**All-day Roundtrip: Hours: 10:00 to 16:40**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Adult ¥6,500 / Child ¥4,050</th>
<th>(Entrance fee for Sky Garden and lunch at Chinatown are included)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Yokohama Bay Bridge] → Sky Garden in the Yokohama Landmark Tower → [3 Towers of Yokohama]</td>
<td>Lunch at Chinatown (Chungking Szechwan Chinese Restaurant) → Harbor View Park / Yokohama Foreign General Cemetery / Yamate Western-style Houses / Motomachi → Yamashita Park (Stopover) → Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse (Stopover)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Morning Trip: Hours: 9:20 to 13:35**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Adult ¥4,900 / Child ¥3,250</th>
<th>(Entrance fee and green powdered tea at Sankeien Garden and lunch at Chinatown are included)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Red Brick Warehouse] → [Yokohama Bay Bridge] → Sankeien Garden in Honmoku (with green powdered tea set) → [Yamate Western-style Houses / Yokohama Foreign General Cemetery]</td>
<td>Harbor View Park → Lunch at Chinatown (Douhatsu) → [3 Towers of Yokohama]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Weekday Afternoon Trip: Hours: 14:05 to 17:20**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Adult ¥1,700 / Child ¥800</th>
<th>(Entrance fee for Marine Tower is included)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B: Adult ¥5,700 / Child ¥4,550</td>
<td>(Entrance fee for Marine Tower and fare of Royal Wing Dinner Cruise are included)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Adult ¥4,700 / Child ¥3,800</td>
<td>(Entrance fee for Marine Tower and lunch at Chinatown are included)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Weekend and Holiday Afternoon Trip: Hours: 14:00 to 19:00**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Adult ¥5,300 / Child ¥2,500</th>
<th>Fare of Royal Wing Tea Cruise is included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Minato Mirai Area] → [Yokohama Bay Bridge]</td>
<td>Royal Wing (Tea Cruise) → Red Brick Warehouse → [Yamate Western-style Houses / Yokohama Foreign General Cemetery] → Harbor View Park / [Yokohama Bay Bridge] → [Minato Mirai Area]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Entrance fee and green powdered tea set)</td>
<td>[Yamate Western-style Houses / Yokohama Foreign General Cemetery] / [Harbor View Park] / [Chinatown]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[3 Towers of Yokohama]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The liner bus may be chartered for 30 people or more. (Please contact us for details.)

Yokohama Station East Exit Information Office: TEL 045-465-2077  http://www.yokohama-bus.jp